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〖The Approach〗

Take bus 9 or minibus
from Shau Kei Wan to
Shek O, take the short
path behind the bus
stop to get to the back
beach. Walk across the
back beach and over a
small bridge, start
walking through the
coastline from this.
The coastline has some
steep drop and rise,
please walk with
caution. Walking with
sandals is a bad idea.

Disclaimer:
As some parts of the
climbing area are very
close to the golf
course, please respect
the private property
passage and do not
trespass.
Also beware of flying
golf balls!
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Walk towards north along
Shek O back beach to the
rocky shore, follow this and
you should be arriving at
“Devil Reef” area after 15
minutes walk.

The “Devil Reef” has some
unique overhang style climbs
which are just amazing.

The “Middle Earth Area: is to
the north of “Devil Reef”.
You can approach by walking
pass the Exoplanet area (a
slant smooth rocky surface)
(around 10 minutes walk).

The “Exoplanet area”
consists of some exotic style
climb, and the view here is
like a sci-fi movie.

The “scatter area” has
several blocs with only one
or two routes. They are
short but fun, and quite
challenging.

The “hidden gem” is a
diamond shaped bloc,
There are only two routes,
but they are brutal and
worth a try.
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〖Devil Reef〗
1. Deep Ones v2***
Start from the good undercut, follow the juggy crack all the way to the
top.

2. (2a) Dagon v7***
Start at the good undercut pinch, get the round shaped hold, then
follow along the crack line towards right.
(Avoid using the holds of Deep Ones v2)

(2b) Dagon (sds) v8***
Low start on a good side pull, make long and powerful move to get back
to the pinches of the start of Dagon v7.



3. (3a)Sanity v6***
Same start as Dagon v7, instead of going to right side, follow the big
crack directly up ahead. You can either hand jam or pinch your way up,
fun for either way!

(3b)Insanity (sds) v7***
Same extended move as 2b.

4. Call From the Abyss (sds) v4**
Same start as Dagon v9, bump directly to the good hold at the edge of
the roof, then finish up ahead.

{{ Please be reminded that the low start of route 2b, 3b and 4 are going
to be hit by wave if the tide is too high or east wind is strong. }}



〖The Stack〗
1. Stack up v2*
Start on the slopey ledge and crimp,
work your way up.

2. Mars walk v4 **
Start on the ledge, get yourself up
with the undercling.

3. Moon Cart (sds)v3*
Start on the low side-pull, head out
of the roof towards right and get to
good side-pull above.

4. Project

5. Project
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〖Art of Nature〗
1. Art of Nature (sds) v5**
Start on the good edge and follow the slopers to traverse, top out at the
good crack.

2. Force of Nature v9*
Start at the crack of the end of Route 1, use the poor slopers to traverse
until you reach the slab of the left.

3. Project
Link up Route 1 and 2.



〖The Monkey Head Area〗
Warning! These blocs are located at the top
of the slabby Exoplanet region, they are
severely weathered and the holds will easily
break off, also the landing is inclined, falling
while climbing can pose a great threat to
both climber and spotters, climbing at these
blocs is not suggested.

Except that one route is climbable.

1. Sand Sculpture (sds) v4*
Start on a good crimp on left
and sloper on right, use the
slopey cracks to climb up.
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〖The Hobbit〗
1. Throne of Thorin (sds)v3**
Start on the horizontal break, get the crack up ahead and finish above
this.

2. Bilbo’s pipe (sds) v4**
Start on the horizontal break on left and the pinch under the small
roof, make powerful moves to ascend.

3. Orc slayer (sds)v5***
Start on the pinch on left and good crack on right, get the slopey pinch
on the small roof and follow up this to finish above.



〖Villager bloc〗
This bloc provides some good holds and fun moves for easy climbs.

1. V1

2. V1

3. V0

4. VB

5. V2

6. V1



〖Roac and warg〗

1. Trumpet rang v3**
Start at the big flake,
follow this side of the roof
to finish.

2. Elvish Crystal V4 **
Start at the middle of the
roof, get the good crystal
undercut and climb out,
avoid using either side of
the roof.

3. Trebuchet v3**
Start at the horizontal
break, follow this side of
the roof to finish.

4. Stinger (sds) v1*
Start at the good side-pull
pinch, then climb up the
good arete.

5. Forge of will (sds) v6**
Start on the deep cut on
left and good pinch on
right, bump your way up
along the arete.

6. The road goes on v2**
Start at the round jug,
move along the horizontal
ledge to join the finish of
5.



7. Head of golem (sds) v4**
Start from the undercut in the big
crack, reach up to the horizontal
break (can use the side-pull on the
left if you are out of reach), finish
above this.
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〖Dark Magic bloc〗

1. (1a) Old broom v0*
Start on the good jug, use good holds to climb up.
(1b) New broom v4**
Start on the good jug and dyno directly to the top.

2. Dark Arts (sds) v2**
Start on a good sloper, use the good crimps above to climb up.

3. (3a)Diagon Alley(sds) v1**
Start on a good crimp, climb up the good holds to the same juggy end of
route 2.
(3b)The Charms(sds) v3**
Start on a good crimp on left and side pull on right, make use of the side
pulls and delicate foot-work to ascend this.

4. Cloak of hexes v3**
Start on a gaston on left and good undercut on right, finish up ahead ,
time to use your slab climb technique!



5. Illuminus (sds) v2*
Start on the good side pull, reach for the good sloper and finish right
above this.

6. Traverse of the magic sloth (sds) v6***
Start on the good side pull and traverse your way over routes 3,4, and
finish at 9. Avoid using the good holds close to the top of the edge.

7. Elder wand v3***
Start on the sloping side pull, fun gym-style move. Reach for the crimp
and pinch above, finish up ahead.

8. The Dark Lord (sds) v2**
Start on the good quartzy hold (like a mouth and teeth), get a good
crimp, finish above it.

9. Giant slayer (sds) v4**
Double Start on a pinch on right and poor crimp on left, get the good
pinch above and finish up the jugs. The start move is harder for taller
people, that’s why this route got its name.







〖Dwarven treasure〗

1. Dwarf gunner v4**
Start on a good pinch on left and good side pull on right, make
powerful move up the the jug to end.

2. (2a) Nimble thief v3*
Start on a gaston on left and side pull on right, make dynamic move up.
(2b) Just a possible sit start, no one ascends this yet!

3. (3a)Crown of star v1
Start at the good undercut, climb up this.
(3b)Crown of star (sds) v3*
Start at a side pull and crimp, lock the way up then finish.

4. Goat charge (sds) v3*
Start at two fair crimps, climb up ahead to get the good crimp and
finish up ahead.

5. Pot of gold (sds) v0*
Start on a good side pull, layback your way up.

6. No hands for another grail (feet only) v3**
Fun handless climb, make sure you have trained pistol squat!







〖Griffin’s beak〗
1. Griffin’s beak (sds) v2**
Start at the good crimp, move right to a crimpy side pull, finish
above the beak.
2. Griffin’s claw (sds) v1*
Same start as 1, move left to finish.
3. Griffin’s back (sds) v0
Climb along the crack.

〖Dwarven treasure〗

1. Smug v3** (sds)
Start on a good crimp on
left and deep crack on
right, make powerful
move up.

2. Project
Start on a good crimp and
undercut, avoid using the
side.



〖Griffin’s beak〗
4. War face (sds) v3*
Start on a sloper on left and
crimp on right, get the
horizontal crack and finish up
ahead.



〖Altar of Leviathan〗
Warning! This wall is over 6m
tall, with the big overhang, it
definitely provides some
exciting climbs for climbers with
balls of steel!
The landing is flat, but you will
need at least 8 pads to make it a
safe spot.
Only Route 1 has been climbed,
the other highball routes have
the potential to give you a big
flail on the roof and can be quite
dangerous. (Please evaluate the
risk before you climb them)

1. Leviathan v5**
Climb up the arete and ascend
the roof on good crimps along
the small corner of the roof.

2. Tide hunter v2*
Start on a good side pull and lean your
way up.

3. Black water scourge (sds) v7**
Start on a good side pull on left and a
good crimp on right, make powerful and
technical moves to gain the upper crack,
follow up this to finish.
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〖Helmet bloc〗
1. Helmet bro (sds) v5*
Start on a slopey side pull on left
and poor crimp on right, bump up
to the sloper up.

2. Project
The poor crimps may give a hard
one-move-problem.

〖Big bite〗
1. Big bite (sds) v4*
Start on the corner of the “bite”,
bump up.

〖Whale Lord〗
1. Whale Lord (sds)v4**
Start on a sloper and then to
another sloper and then a jug to
finish.



〖Ocean tower〗
1. Ocean tower (sds)v3*
Start on a good side pull sloper
and follow up the arete.

〖Demon horn〗
1. Demon horn (sds) v6**
Start on a poor undercut sloper
and bump up brutally.



〖Hidden gem〗
1. Shine on you crazy
diamond v4**
Start on the good crimps, get
yourself up the sloping ledge
and follow up this to finish.

2. Echoes v5**
Start on the good side pull
and pump to get the left side,
follow up the sloping ledge
above.

(Avoid using the slanting face
below as foothold for both
routes)


